
Non-League football German style by Stuart Fuller 
 
It's 5pm on a beautiful Wednesday evening in early August and the FC Kaiserslautern team 
bus is slowly manoeuvring itself down a lane not really wide enough of a Smart car in the 
heart of Saarland, South-West Germany.  Die Roten Tuefel, or the Red Devils, may have 
arrived in style but a few hours later they will leave with their forked tails between their 
legs.  Whilst the team who took the 3G surface in Wiesbach may not have been the Red 
Devils first XI, this was a competitive game and one that would still embarrass the 
management of one of Germany's founding members of the Bundesliga. 
 
Shaun Harvey and the management of the EFL must look longingly at Germany (and Spain) 
and see how the top flight teams are allowed to enter their reserve sides into the 
competitive league structure.  Of course there are rules around who they can and cannot 
field, as well as a rule that means they can never be in the same division, but it is accepted 
here in a way that I doubt it could never be back in England. 
 
FC Kaiserslautern's reserve side play in the fifth tier of German football, the Oberliga.  Those 
of you with O-Level German will know that 'Ober' in German means 'upper', so Oberliga 
literally means 'the top league' or as we would call it The Premier League (well, until the 
marketing men took their millions for coming up with EPL).  Confused?  Yep, me too. 
 
Werder Bremen had the highest placed reserve team, last season playing in the Bundesliga 
III but relegation back in May meant they will be in the Regionalliga along with the stiffs 
from 18 other Bundesliga I and II clubs.  Step down one more level and you will find a host 
of others including Kaisersluatern II, now playing in the Oberliga Rheinland-Pfalz/Saar along 
with clubs such as BFV Hassia Bingen, TSV Schott Mainz and today's hosts, Hertha Wiesbach. 
 
One way to look at the similarities between the respective step 5 leagues in the English and 
German footballing pyramids is average attendances.  The Conference Premier/National 
League in England has some clubs who have certainly had better days such as Leyton Orient, 
Chesterfield and Wrexham but their core support hasn't disappeared as they've headed 
down the pyramid.  Last season the National League had an average attendance of 2,048 
with three clubs (the aforementioned Leyton Orient and Wrexham, plus promoted 
Tranmere Rovers) averaging over 4,000. Compare that to the Oberliga, which had an 
average of just 289, with only two clubs out of the 14 leagues with average attendances 
over 1,000 (FC 08 Homburg and SC Borussia 04 Fulda in case you wanted to know). 
 
Facilities at this level are probably on a par with England's Step 5 or 6.  Hertha Wiesbach's 
ProWin Stadion was situated in a small valley, with steep hills rising behind the club house 
and the main stand - perfect on a hot, summer's night but treacherous I would imagine 
come the winter.  Their 3G pitch provides a facility for the local community, whilst the club-
house was advertising a number of events over the coming weeks. Oh, and being Germany, 
you could have a beer whilst standing on the hill watching the game, trusted that you 
wouldn't start a Mexican Wave or some Icelandic Clap. 
 
On the pitch it is a different matter - the Step 5 teams here in Germany certainly looked 
technically as good as our National League, if not better.  The home side blew the famous 



visitors aside, scoring three second-half goals as Kaiserslautern wilted in the sunshine (and 
bizarrely only arrived with two on the bench).  The win, lifted the home side to top of the 
table, with a 100% record after three league games and no goals conceded. 
 
There can be few better ways to spend a hot Summer's evening than watching football, beer 
and sausage in hand and Wiesbach delivered on every level.  I wasn't the only one who left 
with a spring in my step, with the knowledge that David had sort of got one over on Goliath, 
albeit Goliath's little brother, Bob. 
 
Thankfully the 6.30pm kick-off meant that as I headed south-wards towards my hotel for 
the night, I drove right past (OK, so there was a 2.5km detour) the Sportplatz Papiermühle 
(or Paper Mill Sportsfield), where the second half between SPV Dillingen and SV Engers 07, 
also in the Oberliga Rheinland-Pfalz/Saar was just kicking off.  The ground wasn't too 
dissimilar to the ProWin Stadion, with one low-level clubhouse with standing in front.  A 
similar demographic of fan was watching this one, albeit with contrasting fortunes to the 
first match as unbeaten Engers ran out 4-0 winners. 
 
Not a bad evening all being told.  Just like there's some real gems in and around the Non-
League scene in England, seek and you shall find beauty in the most unlikely of places in 
Germany too. 


